
Primary Non Fiction 
Book of the Month 

The Butterfly and the Ants 

by Kate McCabe & Illustrated by Nicole Berlach 

ISBN:  9781486313471    SCIS:  5400243 

A tiny caterpillar begins its journey towards becoming a       
magnificent butterfly. The Butterfly and the Ants tells the       
wonderful true story of a butterfly’s lifecycle. ‘Blue’ might seem an 
odd name for a small caterpillar, but follow him as he meets some 
welcoming ants, produces honey and undergoes an amazing   
transformation, and discover how he gets his name. Beautifully 
illustrated, The Butterfly and the Ants is an engaging introduction 
to the fascinating relationships between plants, butterflies and 
ants that happen all around us.  

Teacher Notes supplied by the publisher are available on our  
website for this title. 

The Encyclopedia of STEM Words    
by Jenny Jacoby & Illustrated by Vicky Barker 

ISBN:  9781486316632      SCIS:  5400235 

Do you know your Algorithms from your Brownian motion? How 
about your Coprolites? Discover these words and more in this    
illustrated STEM encyclopedia! Organised in alphabetical order 
and each term beautifully illustrated with humour and charm, 
these 100 essential concepts will fascinate scientifically minded 
young readers, from those ABCs all the way down to X-rays, the 
terrifying Yangchuanosaurus and even the true definition of Zero! 
There is a contents list at the front and a full index at the back, 
plenty of extra words and definitions… plus mind-boggling facts 
too. 



Australia's Endangered Bush Creatures by Myke Mollard 

ISBN:   9781925868876     SCIS:  5400654  

Australia’s wild creatures are facing a fast-changing environment that 
has humankind’s fingerprint all over it and hundreds are in danger of 
complete extinction. We can’t save what we don’t know or       
understand: awareness is paramount to helping these endangered 
creatures survive into the lifetimes of future generations. Myke       
Mollard’s signature illustrations and engaging text bring kids up close 
and personal with 134 of Australia’s most endangered creatures,    
highlighting both the common and uncommon threats to each species 
and revealing the fragile balance existing in nature and how our human 
impact is collapsing ecosystems and unbalancing the natural world. 
While some of these creatures may be iconic and well-studied, many of 
them are less known: all have their plight, beauty and character      
delicately presented in this important new book.  




